The Student Learning Center Writing Program's research workshops support Cal undergraduates in their journey to become scholars. Come join us for a conversation about research and explore the skills to strengthen your scholarly voice. Find out how you can animate the process of knowledge production and contribute to Cal’s mission as one of the world’s leading centers for research. Topics are repeated throughout the semester. Join us for one session or as often as you’d like. RSVP is recommended but not required.

Kick Start Your Research: Making Plans to Stay Ahead
Thursday 2/25 || 11-12:30PM || 151 Chavez
Monday 2/29 2-3:30 || 110 Chavez

Scholar, Activated: From Curiosities to Tangible Research Questions
Thursday 3/31 || 11-12:30PM || 151 Chavez
Monday 4/4 || 2-3:30PM || 110 Chavez
Monday 4/18 || 2-3:30PM || 110 Chavez

From the Archive and Back: Making Meaning of Your Sources
Thursday 4/7 || 11-12:30PM || 151 Chavez
Monday 4/11, 2-3:30PM || 110 Chavez

Break Ground: Building the Paper You Envisioned
Thursday 4/21 || 11-12:30PM || 151 Chavez
Monday 4/25 || 2-3:30PM || 110 Chavez

Let Your Writing Sing: Realizing Your Vision Through Revision
Thursday 3/17 || 11-12:30PM || 151 Chavez

FACILITATORS
Maya M. Mahajan
Miranda Gonzalez

SIGN UP
slc.berkeley.edu/writing
Research Workshops

CONTACT
Khuyen Nguyen, Ph.D
kvn@berkeley.edu

LEARN MORE
slc.berkeley.edu
slcwritingprogram